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It is of great significance to investigate the rising behavior of a bubble in immis-
cible fluids in chemical and metallurgical engineering. A 3-D model is estab-
lished and the free-floating behavior of a single bubble in immiscible fluids (wa-
ter-heavier liquid and biodiesel-lighter liquid) is numerically simulated by 
phase-field method. After the fluctuation of a certain distance, the bubble tends to 
be stable. It takes more time for the larger bubble to reach a stable shape than 
for the smaller one. The terminal aspect ratio of bubble, ET, with the same size in 
heavier liquid is smaller than that in lighter liquid. With the increase of bubble 
size, ET becomes small both in heavier and lighter liquid. Comparing bubble vor-
tex diagrams of different shapes shows that the maximum vortex intensity is the 
direction in which the bubble shape extends. When the bubble passes through the 
liquid-liquid interface, it will form “pear”, “inverted pear”, “convex”, and “wa-
ter drop” shapes successively.  
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Introduction 

The gas-liquid multiphase flow is encountered in nuclear reactor [1], chemical 

[2], and metallurgical engineering [3]. Bubble motion characteristics are important in 

the gas-liquid flow, which closely relate to the heat and mass transfer and reaction 

rates. Bubble shape is a key factor of the motion characteristics. A lot of work had been 

carried out to study the bubble shape in a single liquid rather than immiscible liquids 

[4-7]. In many practical industrial processes [8], however, the bubble is in immiscible 

fluids. 

The bubble deformation has often been evaluated by the aspect ratio, E, the ratio of 

the bubble minor axis to the major axis [4, 5]. Myint et al. [6] used distortion coefficient to 

describe the deformation of droplet, which was also used for the bubble deformation later. 

_____________ 
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Through theoretical analysis [9-11], experiments [12-15], and numerical simulations [16-18], 

the researchers proposed the relationship of E by taking into account all the forces on bubble, 

for example, the viscous, surface tension, buoyancy and inertial force. The forces on bubble 

are represented by dimensionless parameters Eotvos number (gravity vs. surface tension, Eo), 

Reynolds number (inertial force vs. viscous force, Re), Morton number (viscous force vs. 

surface tension, Mo). Grace et al. [19] drawn the regime diagram map of bubble shape related 

to dimensionless numbers Reynolds, Eotvos, and Morton. According to the regime diagram 

map, it was found that the shape of bubble was mainly determined by Reynolds and Eotvos 

numbers. Then the relationship between E and the dimensionless number was proposed. In a 

single liquid, researchers presented some empirical relations. The correlation proposed by Liu 

et al. [13] was applicable to the fluids with different viscosities, while Tomiyama’s correla-

tion [14, 15] was suitable for the fluids with different concentrations. In immiscible fluids, 

however, the deformation characteristics of bubble have not been reported. Bubble dynamics 

behavior is complex in immiscible liquids. Many scholars investigated the bubble motion 

behavior between the interface, such as rebound [20], coalescence [21], and flow regimes [21, 

22] of the bubble. A few researchers studied the shape and velocity of a bubble in immiscible 

fluids. Grace et al. [19] analyzed the relationship between bubble velocity and shape and 

drawn regime diagram map. Mao et al. [23] carried out experiments, observed jet phenome-

non of a single bubble at interface, and captured the changes of bubble shape, velocity and 

trajectory. Edrisi et al. [24] studied the effect of the bubble shape and rising pathway and 

proposed a novel procedure for the measurement of interfacial tension. Many studies on bub-

ble shape in immiscible liquids were obtained by experimental methods. Compared with the 

experimental method, the numerical simulation has the advantages of safe operation and cost 

saving. 

The phase-field method is widely used in multiphase flow, which is an interface 

capture method based on Cahn-Hilliard model [25]. There are many numerical simulation 

methods for multiphase flow, such as front tracking method [26], level set method [18], the 

volume-of-fluid [27], and some combined methods of these methods [28, 29]. Compared with 

these methods, the phase field method has the advantages of clear interface identification and 

surface tension model correction. The dynamic behaviour of the bubble is simulated by 

phase-field method in the immiscible fluids of water and biodiesel. The deformation charac-

teristics of the bubble in immiscible fluids are studied. The relationship between steady shape 

and velocity of a bubble in the lower liquid and the upper liquid is obtained. The bubble in-

stantaneous shape is closely related to vortex distribution. The formation of wake vortex 

causes the bubble to stay at interface for a longer time. 

Model establishment and validation 

Establishment of physical model 

A 3-D model is established in fig. 1. Four different total fluid heights (30 mm, 50 

mm, 75 mm, and 100 mm) are set, respectively. The width of the model is set to 10 times the 

diameter of the bubble to eliminate the wall effect [17]. The heights of the upper, H1, and 

lower layers of liquid, H2, are shown in fig. 2. and tab. 1, boundary conditions are shown in 

fig. 2. According to the density difference of the two fluids, they are divided into the lower 

liquid and the upper liquid, the physical properties are shown in tab. 2. The initial radius of 

the bubble is 2 mm, 2.5 mm, 3 mm, and 3.5 mm, respectively, and the initial height of bubble 

center is 5 mm. 
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Table 2. Physical properties of materials 

Fluid Viscosity [Pas] Density [kgm–3] Surface tension coefficient [Nm–1] 

Lower liquid  1.003·10–3 997.2 0.0727 

air 2.593·10–5 1.205 – 

Upper liquid  4.6·10–3 882.4 0.0321 

Establishment of mathematical model 

The fluid dynamics is calculated by the Navier-Stokes equation with surface tension 

force, as shown: 
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where  [kgm
–3

] is the density of the fluid, u [ms
–1

] – the velocity of the fluid, p [Pa] – the 

pressure,  – the viscosity of the fluid, SF [N] – the surface tension of the interface, and g 

[ms
–2

]  – the gravitational acceleration. 

The density and viscosity are constant in a single fluid, and the Navier-Stokes equa-

tion does not contain the surface tension term, but it is necessary to consider the surface ten-

sion between the interfaces of different fluids. The physical parameters at the interface of the 

three-phase flow follow the Gibbs triangle, GT, as shown: 

Table 1. Fluid heights of three group with different total heights 

Total height of fluid, H [mm] Height of lower fluid, H2, [mm] Height of upper fluid, H1, [mm] 

30 15 10 

50 25 20 

75 45 25 

100 50 45 

Figure 1. Computational domain               Figure 2. Schematic diagram of  
diagram                                                         physical model 
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where ci, cj, ck represent a certain phase in the three-phase flow, which holds when 

ci + cj + ck = 1 

The surface tension, SF, in the Navier-Stokes equation is given: 
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where i represents the surface tension coefficient of the i fluid, ij = i + j and ij represents 

the surface tension coefficient between the i and j fluids. 

Free energy is expressed by: 
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where    
23 2

i j k 1 i i, ,   1 3 1–iF c c c c c  and  is an open, bounded subset of n (n = 1,2,3). The 

time dependence of ci is given by the Cahn-Hilliard equation, the Cahn-Hilliard equation is 

shown in: 
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where M is the migration,  – the positive constant, and (ci,cj,ck) – the non-constant La-

grange multiplier coefficient, and the sum of its variational derivatives is 0. 

Grid independence verification 

Figure 3 is a grid independence verifica-

tion in the condition of 2 mm bubble radius 

with H = 100 mm, the cells are listed in tab. 3. 

As shown in fig. 3, with the increase of the 

maximum cell size, the bubble aspect ratio, E, 

decreases. Among the conditions for Grids A, 

B, C, D, Grid A has the highest accuracy, but 

the calculation cost is also highest. Consider-

ing the calculation cost and grid quality, Grid 

B is selected. 

Model validation 

Mao et al. [23] studied the movement of bubbles with different sizes in water-oil 

immiscible fluids through experiments. In order to ensure the accuracy of present simulation, 

the experiment results of reference [23] are compared to the simulation results, which is 

Figure 3. The E between liquid-liquid interface 
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shown in fig. 4. The simulation conditions are set according to the experimental conditions of 

reference [23], tab. 4. The black and red points are the positions of the bubble at different 

times. The slope of line represents the velocity of the bubble. According to the comparison 

between the phase field model and the experimental results, therefore the phase-field model 

can be used to simulate bubble motion in immiscible fluids. 
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Results and discussion 

Bubble shape from lower liquid to upper liquid 

In order to explore deformation characteristics of the bubble in lower fluid and up-

per fluid with different heights, four groups of different heights are set (in tab. 1). The bubble 

aspect ratio (E = a/b, in fig. 5) is used to characterize the shape change of the bubble [4, 5]. 

According to fig. 6, the change of E can be divided into four stages: Stage I – E decreases in 

the lower liquid, Stage II – E remains stable in the lower liquid, Stage III – E fluctuates up 

and down between the interface, and Stage IV – E remains stable in the upper liquid. Stage I 

and III occurred in four groups of heights, the four stages are obvious only when H = 100 

mm, so the subsequent studies are based on H = 100 mm. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Grid schemes investigation 

 Maximum cell size [mm] Number of nodes 

Grid A 0.13 1272192 

Grid B 0.15 954487 

Grid C 0.18 665991 

Grid D 0.20 534772 

Table 4. Experimental conditions of reference [23] 

 [23] Simulation 

The total height of the bubble movement [mm] 160 160 

Initial bubble equivalent diameter [mm] 5.251 5.2 

The height of the lower liquid [mm] 44 44 

Figure 4. Comparison between the simulation 
results and reference [23] 

Figure 5. Schematic 

diagram of the typical 
bubble shape 
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Figure 7 is the bubble velocity change with H = 100 mm. The bubble moves stati-

cally from the lower liquid to the upper liquid. The velocity change can be divided into six 

stages: Stage I – rises rapidly in the lower liquid, Stage II – drops in the lower liquid, Stage 

III – fluctuates up and down in the lower liquid, Stage IV – remains stable in the lower liquid, 

Stage V – fluctuates up and down between the interface, and Stage VI – remains stable in the 

upper liquid. When the bubble radius is small, there is no Stage II, that is, the velocity drops 

from the maximum value and then stabilizes. Through the comparison of bubble velocity and 

aspect ratio, it is found that the shape and velocity of the bubble in the upper liquid and the 

lower liquid remain stable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. The change of E with time; (a) 30 mm, (b) 50 mm, (c) 75 mm, and (d) 100 mm 

Figure 7. The velocity change with H = 100 mm 
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As shown in figs. 6(d) and 7, the bubble remains stable velocity and shape both in 

the lower liquid and the upper one after a certain distance, and the velocity and aspect ratio at 

this time are called the terminal velocity, VT, and terminal aspect ratio, ET. In fig. 8(a), with 

the increase of bubble radius, VT decreases, VT in the lower liquid is faster than in the upper 

liquid, and with the radius increase, the difference of VT becomes larger. In fig. 8(b), with the 

increase of bubble radius, ET decreases, ET in the lower liquid is smaller than in the upper 

liquid, but with the radius increase, the difference of ET becomes smaller. The reason is that 

the upper liquid has a larger viscous force. It is easier for the same size bubble to maintain a 

spherical shape with a larger viscous force. The smaller bubble is easier to maintain the spher-

ical shape because of the greater surface tension on it, so the smaller bubble has a larger as-

pect ratio in upper liquid. Comparing figs. 8(a) and 8(b), it is not that the larger the bubble VT, 

the larger the ET. 

 

 

The bubble vortex distributions of different shapes are obtained, as shown in fig. 9. 

The strongest velocity vortex is marked with a red circle. When the bubble shape is approxi-

mately spherical, the maximum velocity vortex is distributed in the center of the bubble; 

When the bubble shape tends to be flat, the maximum velocity vortex is distributed on both 

sides of the bubble; When the bubble is convex, the maximum velocity vortex is distributed at 

the top of the bubble. The position of maximum velocity vortex distribution is the direction of 

bubble shape extension. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bubble shape between the interface 

The shape of the bubble changes violently when it passes through the interface. To 

obtain the shape change of the bubble in the interface, E is taken every 0.001 seconds of 

movement when crossing the interface. Figure 10 shows the change of E when the bubble 

passes through the interface with H = 100 mm. In this process, E first decreases and then 

Figure 8. The VT and ET of different radius bubble; (a) VT and (b) ET 

Figure 9. The bubble vortex distribution map in the lower liquid and upper liquid 
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increases, and the decreasing time is shorter 

than increasing time, and with the increase 

of bubble size, the time difference becomes 

more obvious. It takes longer for E from 

small to large with the increase of bubble 

radius, because the wake vortex formed by 

the lower liquid at the bottom of the bubble 

inhibits bubble movement, and the larger 

the bubble is, the stronger the wake vortex 

is, fig. 11. The E is closer to 1 when the 

bubble is about to exit the interface than 

when it just contacts the interface. The rea-

son is that the inertia force is weakened 

when the bubble just contacts the interface, 

and then the viscous force of the bubble is 

strengthened, but increases slowly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Changes of aspect ratio when crossing 

the interface 

Figure 11. The bubble vortex distribution map in the interface 
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As shown in fig. 11, the vortex distribution map of the bubble passing through the 

interface is shown. According to fig. 10, E first decreases and then increases when the bubble 

crosses the interface, take a moment in the decreasing time period and increasing time period 

respectively, and then draw the vortex distribution, the red represents the bubble, the blue 

represents the lower liquid, the green represents the upper liquid and the solid line represents 

the velocity isoline. The bubble with a radius of 2 mm and 2.5 mm has obvious internal vorti-

ces. The bubble with a radius of 3 mm and 3.5 mm form a tail vortex, and the strength of the 

tail vortex increases as the bubble radius increases. The maximum wake vortex intensity of a 

bubble with a radius of 3 mm is 0.4954 m/s at 0.203 seconds, and a bubble with a radius of 

3.5 mm is 0.5237 m/s at 0.212 seconds. The wake vortex causes the bubble to stay in the 

interface for a longer time. 

By observing the profile of a bubble when passing through the liquid-liquid inter-

face, it is found that when the bubble moves from touching the interface to leaving the inter-

face, its shape is divided into the following four types in sequence: pear shape (a), inverted 

pear shape (b), convex shape (c), and droplet shape(d). The pear shape – E is close to 1, and 

the top of the bubble is narrower than the bottom. inverted pear shape – E is close to 1, and 

the top of the bubble is wider than the bottom. The convex shape – E is smaller, and the bub-

ble is flat and convex. The droplet shape – E is close to 1, the bubble shape is nearly spherical 

and is generally a droplet shape. Figure 10 is the profile of a bubble with the radius of 2.5 

mm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusions 

The phase-field method is used to simulate the rising bubble in immiscible fluids. 

The shape changes of a bubble in water-biodiesel fluids are studied. In particular, four differ-

ent shapes of the bubble at interface are observed and prediction method of the bubble transi-

ent shape is obtained.  The conclusions are as follows. 

 The bubble maintains stable shape and velocity in both heavier and lighter liquids with H 

= 100 mm. The ET in the lower liquid is smaller than in the upper liquid. With the increase 

of radius, ET in heavier liquid and lighter liquid becomes small. The VT in the lower liquid 

is faster than in the upper liquid. 

 The relationship between ET and VT. It is not that the larger the VT, the larger the ET. 

Comparing the instantaneous shape of the bubble with vortex distributions, it is found that 

the position of maximum velocity vortex distribution is the direction of bubble shape ex-

tension. 

 When the bubble crosses the interface, the aspect ratio decreases rapidly and then slowly 

increases, and the aspect ratio is larger when it is about to leave the interface than when it 

just touches the interface. Moreover, the larger the bubble is, the longer the bubble crosses 

the interface. 

 Between the interface, the bottom of the larger bubble (r = 3 mm, 3.5 mm) will form a tail 

vortex, and as the bubble radius increases, the strength of the tail vortex increases. The 

wake vortex causes the bubble to stay in the interface for a longer time. 

Figure 12. The profile of the bubble when crossing interface (r = 2.5 mm) 
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 There are four shapes of bubble when it crosses the interface: pear shape, inverted pear 

shape, convex shape, and water drop shape. The change from pear shape to inverted pear 

shape is short-lived, and the period of maintaining convex shape is longer. 
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Nomenclature 

a – bubble width [mm] 
b – bubble height [mm] 
c – order parameter [–] 
E – aspect ratio [–] 
ET – terminal aspect ratio [–] 
g – gravitational acceleration [ms–2] 
GT – Gibbs triangle [–] 
H – fluid height [mm] 
M – mobility coefficient [m] 
p – pressure [Pa] 
r – bubble radius [mm] 
SF – surface tension of the interface [N] 
t – time [s] 

u – fluid velocity [ms–1] 
VT – bubble terminal velocity [ms–1] 

Greek symbols 

 – lagrange multiplier [–] 
 – interfacial width [m] 
 – viscosity [Pas] 
 – density [kgm–3] 
 – surface tension coefficient [Nm–1] 

Subscripts 

1,2 – upper liquid and lower liquid 
i, j, k – fluid phase
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